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Foreword
The Coast Guard presents the following report, “Sexual Assault in the U.S.
Coast Guard (FY 2017).”
Sexual assault is not only a crime but also a violation of the Service’s Core
Values of “Honor, Respect, and Devotion to Duty”. The Coast Guard
continues its efforts to promote prevention, encourage reporting, and
improve response capabilities for victims of sexual assault. Addressing
concerning behaviors and developing a more vigilant workforce have been
key focus areas this year, and will continue to influence ongoing efforts.
The continual focus of the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response
(SAPR) Program is to effectively respond to evolving Coast Guard needs
and the dynamic nature of the SAPR field. The goals of consistently offering professional and
compassionate support for victims, eliminating fears of stigma, addressing retaliation issues,
aiding in victim recovery, and holding offenders accountable remain paramount.
These efforts have both set the foundation for and created improvements in training, policy,
investigation and prosecution, communications, and workplace climate and culture. Our efforts
will continue beyond the significant fiscal year 2017 accomplishments by further developing
sustainable processes and systems and, in collaboration with the other Armed Forces and
Department of Defense, identifying and instituting additional metrics to enhance SAPR services.
The Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010 directs the Commandant to report on sexual assaults
involving members of the Coast Guard. Pursuant to Congressional requirements, this report is
being provided to the following members of Congress:
The Honorable Bill Shuster
Chairman, House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
The Honorable Peter DeFazio
Ranking Member, House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
The Honorable Michael McCaul
Chairman, House Homeland Security Committee
The Honorable Bennie Thompson
Ranking Member, House Homeland Security Committee
The Honorable John Thune
Chairman, Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
The Honorable Bill Nelson
Ranking Member, Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation

I am available to answer any further questions you may have, or your staff may contact my
Senate Liaison Office at (202) 224-2913 or House Liaison Office at (202) 225-4775.
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I. Legislative Language
This report responds to the language in the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010
(Pub. L. No. 111-281 § 217), which states:
SEC. 217. REPORTS ON SEXUAL ASSAULTS IN THE COAST
GUARD.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than January 15 of each year, the
Commandant of the Coast Guard shall submit a report on the sexual assaults
involving members of the Coast Guard to the Committee on Transportation
and Infrastructure and the Committee on Homeland Security of the House
of Representatives and the Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation of the Senate.
(b) CONTENTS.—The report required under subsection (a) shall contain
the following:
(1) The number of sexual assaults against members of the Coast Guard,
and the number of sexual assaults by members of the Coast Guard, that
were reported to military officials during the year covered by such
report, and the number of the cases so reported that were substantiated.
(2) A synopsis of, and the disciplinary action taken in, each
substantiated case.
(3) The policies, procedures, and processes implemented by the
Secretary concerned during the year covered by such report in response
to incidents of sexual assault involving members of the Coast Guard
concerned.
(4) A plan for the actions that are to be taken in the year following the
year covered by such report on the prevention of and response to sexual
assault involving members of the Coast Guard concerned.
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II. Background
The Coast Guard remains fully committed to sustaining an effective and responsive Sexual Assault
Prevention and Response (SAPR) Program, and continues to dedicate significant time and resources
to achieve the goal of eliminating sexual assault from its ranks.
The Coast Guard hired a Sex Crimes Program Manager within its investigative service in 2006, hired
a dedicated SAPR Program Manager in 2008, and then chartered a SAPR Task Force in 2011 to
examine sexual assault training, policy, investigations, communications, and culture. Based on a
recommendation from the SAPR Task Force, the Coast Guard established a Sexual Assault
Prevention Council (SAPC) in January 2013. The SAPC was a cross-directorate, Flag Officer and
Senior Executive Service level body comprised of various SAPR stakeholders. In June 2016, the
SAPC transitioned to the Workforce Wellness and Resiliency Council (WWRC). The WWRC
addresses the full range of traumas that impact workforce resiliency, including sexual assault.
The Coast Guard’s SAPR Program has organized its efforts along four strategic goals:


Climate: Create a culture where sexual assault, and behaviors that enable it, do not occur.



Prevention: Eliminate sexual assault in the Coast Guard through the foundation of a strong
preventive culture.



Response: Improve the availability and quality of response support for sexual assault
victims. Increase victim confidence and lessen the stigma associated with reporting.



Accountability: Ensure those who commit sexual assault in the Coast Guard are held
appropriately accountable. Improve capability and capacity for the reporting, investigation,
and prosecution of sexual assault; and elevate leadership engagement in response to sexual
assault.



Recovery: Provide comprehensive and flexible victim recovery care to facilitate a return to
wellness.

To advance the SAPR effort, the Coast Guard has undertaken numerous efforts under each of the
four strategic goals, including:


Climate: The Service continually assesses climate and culture and implements improved
training programs and targeted communications as warranted. Sexual Assault Awareness
and Prevention Month (SAAPM) was observed in April 2017, continuing the central theme
of “Not In My Coast Guard.”



Prevention: The Coast Guard continued to raise Service-wide awareness of sexual assault
issues and implemented evidence-based prevention strategies. The SAPR Program
developed the Coast Guard Bystander Intervention Training (CG BIT), which addresses a
range of topics such as sexual assault, harassment, suicide prevention, domestic violence,
bullying and hazing, with a view towards providing Coast Guard members with the skills
needed to identify when these behaviors are occurring and how to appropriately intervene to
stop them. The Coast Guard also developed specific training for command cadre and
incorporated these new modules into several existing command cadre courses.
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Response: The Coast Guard continued its work to improve sexual assault response efforts
throughout fiscal year (FY) 2017. All Sexual Assault Response Coordinators (SARCs) and
Victim Advocates (VAs) have been credentialed through the National Advocate
Credentialing Program (NACP) offered by the National Organization for Victim Assistance
(NOVA). Coast Guard Investigative Service (CGIS) special agents continue to conduct
professional, thorough investigations as well as receive advanced, specialized training to
glean best practices and lessons learned regarding responding to and investigating these
complex and sensitive cases. The Special Victims Counsel (SVC) program provides
dedicated attorneys to represent the interest of individual victims throughout the
investigatory and military justice process.



Accountability: All Coast Guard personnel have a role in creating an environment that is
free from sexual assault. To create that environment all members have a role to play in
preventing sexual assault and responding appropriately when it does occur. Commanding
Officers and others in a leadership role have a vital role to play in fostering the environment
the Coast Guard strives for, and they are appropriately held accountable when they fail to
support these efforts.
Officers and enlisted members in command and senior leadership positions are subject to
removal from their positions when their performance or conduct adversely affects unit
morale, good order and discipline, or mission performance. This removal is executed
through two administrative processes outlined in Article 1.F of the Coast Guard Military
Assignments and Authorized Absences Manual, COMDTINST M1000.8A. These processes
are titled Relief for Cause (RFC) and Removal from Primary Duties (RPD). Derogatory
evaluations are used to document the RFC or RPD. The evaluation process also includes
counseling by the chain of command.
An investigation normally takes place to determine if an RFC or RPD is appropriate. During
the investigation, relevant witness statements are collected, along with other evidence. This
process provides affected members of the unit the opportunity to provide input for
consideration. If information discovered before or during the investigation supports an RFC
or RPD, a temporary RFC or RPD may be approved pending the decision on a permanent
RFC or RPD. The authority to approve the temporary and permanent RFC or RPD is vested
in designated senior officers. Those officers review the investigation, and any information
submitted by the officer or enlisted member being considered for an RFC or RPD, before
rendering their decision.



Recovery: Sexual assault can have significant impacts that can last a lifetime. Appropriate
support must be anchored in victim choice at every stage – from reporting to recovery. There
is no single solution for a victim to achieve long-term wellness. The Coast Guard must
maintain the privacy and dignity of the victim while offering a broad complementary system
of medical, behavioral care, legal services and administrative support that empowers victims
to have a voice during their path to recovery, while preserving military readiness.

Since the standup of the SAPR Program in 2008, the Coast Guard has been continuously enhancing
its efforts to foster a climate inhospitable to sexual assault and its enabling behaviors. These
ongoing efforts set the foundation for improvements in training, policy, investigation and
prosecution, communications, and workplace climate and culture.
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III. Data Report
In FY 2017, there were 162 reported victims1 in Unrestricted Reports and 150 reported subjects. A
small portion of these statistics for Unrestricted Reports include victims and/or subjects who were no
longer on active duty at the time of report, but were on active duty when the reported assault
occurred, primarily due to delayed reporting. Additionally, the Coast Guard received 38 Restricted
Reports.2 Restricted Report data was provided by the Coast Guard SAPR Program Office.
Table 1: Number of Victims on Coast Guard Reports FY 2007 – 2017
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For each of the following categories (A - G) the underlined term is what is counted (i.e., number of
investigations, victims, or subjects). The number of Investigations does not equal the total number
of victims and/or subjects. This is due to those investigations that involve multiple victims and/or
subjects.
A. Breakdown of Subjects and Victims in Unrestricted Reports in FY 2017
# Service Member on Service Member
81
# Service Member on Non-Service Member
39
# Non-Service Member on Service Member
3
# Unidentified Subject on Service Member
17
Total # Unrestricted Investigations
140

1

This represents the number of adult victims. UCMJ defines "child" as someone under the age of 16. For that reason, "adult"
victims are those 16 years of age and older.
2 The Restricted Reporting option allows a victim to disclose that he or she is the victim of a sexual assault to specified officials
(SARC, VA, healthcare provider) on a confidential basis. Under these circumstances, the victim's report and any details are
provided to the SARC, VA, or healthcare provider but will not be reported to the command or to law enforcement through the
official investigative process unless the victim consents to such a report or an established exception is exercised under
COMDTINST 1754.10 (series). Of the 38 Restricted Reports, 10 changed from Restricted to Unrestricted and are included in the
Unrestricted Report total.
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B. Location of Sexual Assaults in Unrestricted Reports in FY 2017
27
81
6
26
140

# ON military installation
# OFF military installation
# Both ON and OFF military installation
# Unidentified location
Total # Unrestricted Investigations

C. Breakdown of # Victims in Unrestricted Reports in FY 2017
112
2
48
162

# Service Member
# Service Member (from other Services)
# Non-Service Member
Total # Victims in Unrestricted Reports

D. Breakdown of # Subjects in Unrestricted Reports in FY 2017
128
1
4
17
150

# Service Member
# Service Member (from other Services)
# Non-Service Member
# Unidentified Subjects
Total # Subjects in Unrestricted Reports

E. Case Disposition of Subjects from Investigations Opened in FY 2017
Disposition for Subjects from "Closed" Investigations:
# Courts-Martial (General, Summary, Special)
# UCMJ Article 15 Proceedings (NJP)
# Discharge in Lieu of Courts-Martial or other Administrative Action
# Other Administrative Action
# Accused falls under Civilian/Foreign/Other Authority3
# Closed – Exception (Prosecution Declined)
# Closed – Exception (Non-Participating Victim)
# Closed Pending Further Developments
# Closed Investigation – Unidentified Offender
Case Disposition of Remaining Subjects from Investigations:
# Active Case (Open; Investigation On-going)
# Closed-Referred for Prosecution (Investigation Closed; Case Pending Adjudication)
Total # Subjects from FY 2017 Investigations

39
1
6
3
5
2
7
8
6
1
111
58
53
150

3 Civilian/Foreign/Other Authority” can include, but may not be limited to, individuals who do not fall under the jurisdiction of the
Coast Guard (civilians not affiliated with Coast Guard) who are prosecuted by local/state or other federal jurisdictions, Coast Guard
members who are prosecuted by local/state or other federal jurisdictions, or members from Services other than Coast Guard whose
cases are prosecuted/adjudicated by other military Services.
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F. FY 2017 Status of Case Dispositions for Subjects from Prior FY Investigations
Case Dispositions for Subjects from Prior FY Investigations:
# Courts-Martial (General, Summary, Special)
# UCMJ Article 15 Proceedings (Non-Judicial Punishment (NJP))
# Discharge in Lieu of Courts-Martial or other Administrative Action
# Other Administrative Action
# Command Action Inadvisable4
# Accused falls under Civilian/Foreign/Other Authority5
# District Commander Declined to Refer
# Closed – Exception (Prosecution Declined)
# Closed – Exception (Non-Participating Victim)
# Closed Pending Further Developments
# Closed Investigation – Unidentified Offender

75
20
7
7
9
1
5
1
12
8
2
3

Case Disposition of Remaining Subjects from Investigations:
# Active Case (Open; Investigation On-going)
# Closed-Referred (Investigation Closed; Case Pending Adjudication)
Total # Case Dispositions from previous FY Investigations Accounted for in FY 2017

13
2
11
88

4

“Command Action Inadvisable” can be determined for many reasons, including, but not limited to, insufficient evidence, victim
recanted, death of offender, etc.
5 Civilian/Foreign/Other Authority” can include, but may not be limited to, individuals who do not fall under the jurisdiction of
the Coast Guard (civilians not affiliated with Coast Guard) who are prosecuted by local/state or other federal jurisdictions, Coast
Guard members who are prosecuted by local/state or other federal jurisdictions, or members from Services other than Coast
Guard whose cases are prosecuted/adjudicated by other military Services.
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IV. Plan of Action
Actions Completed in FY 2017
SAPR Policy Manual COMDTINST M1754.10E:
The Coast Guard promulgated the revised SAPR Policy Manual, COMDTINST M1754.10E, in
January 2017, and issued its first SAPR Tactics, Techniques and Procedures Manual to
complement the policy manual. Major changes in the revised policy include: the role of the
SVC; additional guidance on the SAPR Critical Incident Team process; updated screening and
credentialing requirements for SARCs and VAs; the use of the Defense Sexual Assault Incident
Database; expansion of the Restricted Reporting option to adult military dependents; and the
creation of a modified "Line of Duty" status for reservists to receive medical care.
End Violence Against Women International Conference:
Coast Guard SAPR personnel attended the conference in April 2017, an event focusing on sexual
assault, intimate partner violence, stalking, human trafficking and elder abuse. Sexual and
family violence community members and advocates, including law enforcement personnel,
prosecutors, victim advocates, judges, parole and probation officers, rape crisis workers, health
care professionals, faith community members, educators, researchers and others participated in
this three day conference to share best practices and emerging issues to effectively respond to
these crimes in all communities.
1in6 Male Victimization Training:
In June 2017, Coast Guard SAPR personnel attended a male victimization training hosted by
1in6, an organization dedicated to helping male sexual assault victims through online and inperson support resources for victims and their families, as well as community outreach,
educational workshops, and awareness initiatives aimed at reducing the stigma of male
victimization. In attending this training, SAPR personnel gained a better understand of male
sexual assault and how to more effectively work with male victims within the Coast Guard.
Coast Guard Bystander Intervention Training (CG BIT):
The Coast Guard SAPR Program adopted the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s
social ecological model for primary prevention, with the focus on proactive over reactive
behavioral training. This model takes into account an individual’s relationship with other
individuals, the community, and the society as a whole, further analyzing the influential factors
that can potentially foster assault or other harmful behaviors within the Service. SAPR
personnel attended the Mentors in Violence Prevention Train-the-Trainer course, certifying them
as trainers in preparation for providing facilitated instruction on effective bystander intervention
skills. CG BIT was initially kicked off during Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention Month
at Coast Guard Headquarters in April 2017, and simultaneously rolled out Coast Guard-wide.
This training aims to give Coast Guard members the skills to identify when inappropriate
behaviors occur and how to intervene appropriately to stop them, and is targeted to reach all
Coast Guard units over the next few years.
Workforce Wellness and Resiliency Council (WWRC):
The WWRC uses a comprehensive approach to address the full range of trauma that impacts
workforce resiliency, including sexual assault. The SAPR Program briefed program
accomplishments and upcoming goals at the January 2017 WWRC meeting, receiving positive
feedback concerning ongoing initiatives and victim support from senior leadership.
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Command Cadre Course Training:
SAPR training was added to 17 Command Cadre courses and 13 leadership/accession courses (not
including the Coast Guard Academy) in October 2015. In December 2016, the Coast Guard’s Force
Readiness Command (FORCECOM) amended the original list of 17 command cadre courses and
currently includes those for Commanding Officers, Officers in Charge, Executive Officers,
Executive Petty Officers, and Senior Enlisted cadre. In addition, the training module was modified
to focus on prevention through improving unit climate.
Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention Month (SAAPM):
Every April the Coast Guard observes SAAPM. This year’s theme was “Not In My Coast Guard”.
Previous SAAPMs were structured to administer a mandatory training and standardized event from
Coast Guard Headquarters that was disseminated through the regional practices. In 2017, SAAPM
was a “de-centralized” event for the first time, successfully allowing for more locally--focused
prevention activities. SARCs and VAs were encouraged to develop, schedule and manage their
own events in their areas of responsibility. During SAAPM 2017 approximately 20,000 Coast
Guard personnel participated in awareness and prevention events, including 5K Run/Walks, Teal
Tuesdays, Teal Shoes Tributes, Service Dress Blue Day, yoga events, bag lunch discussions, and
more.
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) 2013-2017 Strategic Plan:
All objectives and goals within the SAPR Strategic Plan have been evaluated. There were many
important accomplishments within each of the SAPR campaign’s strategic goals of (1) Climate, (2)
Prevention, (3) Response, and (4) Accountability.
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) 2018-2023 Strategic Plan:
This new five-year plan focuses on the continuation of successful processes and policies put in
place from 2013-2017, following industry best practices, and expanding services to most
effectively meet the needs of victims.
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) 2018-2023 Strategic Goal:
The Coast Guard will remain focused on the five strategic goals and supporting objectives of the
SAPR program. These strategic goals and objectives, couples with decisive action and regular
assessment, will close the gap between the Coast Guard’s vision and our current state.
Victim Advocate (VA) “C” School Curriculum Revision:
The curriculum used to initially train Coast Guard VAs has been utilized since 2010. During
2016-2017, a new 40-hour curriculum was developed (four days in-person, 10 hours online) and
will be used exclusively in 2018 with Coast Guard SARCs as the sole facilitators of the course.
Special Victims Counsel (SVC):
The SVC program provides legal support to a victim of a sex-related offense, regardless of
whether the report was restricted or unrestricted. SVCs empower victims and foster their
understanding of the military justice and administrative processes. An SVC provides each client
with the assistance and representation needed to allow full participation in applicable programs,
and an understanding of the services available to them.
The SVC program has seven full-time attorneys: three are assigned to Coast Guard Headquarters
in Washington, DC; three are located in Alameda, CA; and one is located in Cleveland, OH. The
SVC program also uses six special duty SVCs, including two civilians, located throughout the
United States. The additional special duty SVCs assist with the geographic dispersion of victims
which allows for timely in-person representation (for interviews, initial meetings, etc.), as well as
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shorter travel distances between victims and SVCs. All Coast Guard SVCs, including special
duty SVCs, are nominated by their supervisors to serve as a victims’ attorney, approved for
selection by the Judge Advocate General of the Coast Guard, and receive specialized training
through a Department of Defense (DoD) certification course.
In FY 2017, the SVC Program received 109 new requests for representation in cases involving
sexual assault complaints, in total representing 309 victims in FY 2017. The majority of SVC
clients are female active duty members, the highest percentage of which are female enlisted
members.
Coast Guard Investigative Service (CGIS):
During FY 2017, CGIS continued to participate in multiple collaborative initiatives to support
SAPR, both internal and external to the Coast Guard, such as multi-directorate/agency working
groups, training sessions and meetings. These efforts allowed those involved to appreciate the
roles of those who have a part in responding to reports of sexual and family violence.
CGIS also continued its participation with, and support of, the congressionally created Judicial
Proceedings Panel (JPP) and the JPP’s follow-on committee, the Defense Advisory Committee
on Investigations, Prosecution, and Defense of Sexual Assault in the Armed Forces (DACIPAD). In July 2017, the CGIS Sex Crimes Program Manager testified before the DAC-IPAD
with representatives from the DoD Military Criminal Investigative Organizations to address the
agencies’ organization, training, case data/trends, jurisdictions, and more, and to answer any
questions posed by the committee members.
CGIS has continued to deploy agents, as needed, to assist with complex investigations involving
sexual assault. This approach aided in shortening average investigation times and the
documentation of findings, thereby providing Coast Guard commands and servicing legal offices
with the information to adjudicate those cases.
CGIS continues to receive funding for special agents to continue to participate in advanced and
specialized training related to SAPR, including annual refresher training (e.g., the End Violence
Against Women International conference, Conference on Crimes Against Women, and annual
Crimes Against Children training). CGIS special agents have continued to participate with the
CGIS Embedded Agent Program, which allows agents to “shadow” sex crimes and family
violence investigators from the Austin Police Department (PD), Boston PD, Philadelphia PD,
Phoenix PD, and Los Angeles PD. CGIS agents participating in these training sessions have
reported positive experiences including the benefits of collaboration between a wide variety of
agencies charged with responding to these reported crimes of violence.
CGIS special agents and Coast Guard attorneys continued to attend the U.S. Army’s (USA)
Special Victims Capabilities Course (SVCC). By the end of FY 2017, 224 CGIS special agents
and 71 Coast Guard attorneys have attended the USA’s SVCC training. CGIS special agents
have seen benefits, in particular, using the interviewing techniques taught in the SVCC training.
The CGIS SAPR Crime Analyst, hired during FY 2016, continued the compilation, review, and
systematic analysis of sex crimes data to identify and formulate trends and other important
factors. The analyst also continued to work with other Coast Guard directorates to provide
statistical and analytical data related to trends, patterns, reported victim and accused
demographics, timelines, case management, and other information that allowed for a systematic
analysis of information associated with those reported offenses. In addition, the CGIS SAPR
Crime Analyst has improved methodologies for pulling and aggregating data making sex crimes
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statistics more accurate and reliable while concurrently creating automated data pulls and sex
crime-related statistical reports making data and statistics more easily accessible to CGIS special
agents and managers.
Additionally, CGIS leadership continues to assess policy and procedures, in part, based on the
information sharing and collaboration, which also has allowed for developing stronger
relationships between law enforcement and other professionals working across different
jurisdictions and disciplines.
Military Justice Improvements:
The Legal Service Command (LSC) completed the “Support for Courts-Martial Guidelines.”
Over the last three years the Coast Guard’s Legal Service Command, the only command
dedicated solely to providing legal services, has increased its number of trial counsel positions.
This was purposely done to ensure experienced trial counsel participate in every sexual assault
case and are available to support field legal offices with their prosecutions. With the arrival of
the new positions in FY 2017, the LSC developed principles to allow them to take a greater role
in all Coast Guard courts-martial. LSC trial counsel participate in all general courts-martial
sexual assault cases, and all cases referred by the Deputy Commandant for Mission Support and
subordinate commands as well as those convened by the Coast Guard’s two Area Commanders.
LSC trial counsel are available to participate in any court-martial at the request of the Staff Judge
Advocate.
Plan of Action for FY 2018
Coast Guard objectives focus on enhancing prevention efforts and fostering a culture of respect
that targets the underlying or enabling behaviors of sexual assault. The Coast Guard will
continue its efforts to foster a climate inhospitable to sexual assault and conducive to reporting
both the incident and related unacceptable behavior. The efforts will focus on retaliation issues
and male victimization prevention and response. Inherent in this process are efforts to hold
accountable those who commit these crimes and those in leadership positions who undermine or
ignore the prevention and response strategies outlined above. Also necessary are efforts to foster
a culture of trust in which victims will report sexual assault incidents and receive appropriate
recovery services. By spearheading a joint approach with Work-Life (Substance Abuse, Family
Advocacy, and Suicide Prevention), Chaplain, Legal, CGIS, Civil Rights, and Public Affairs, a
collaborative effort will assist in advancing our objectives. Some of the items being addressed in
FY 2018 include:


Implement the new SAPR Strategic Plan 2018-2023.



Continue multi-year, CG BIT efforts across the Coast Guard.



Continue to improve SAPR training curricula in the Command Cadre courses.



Continue to provide initial and refresher SARC training for all employees tasked with
SARC responsibilities, as well as obtaining/maintaining the NACP credential from
NOVA for Victim Advocates.



Continue to include the SAPR Program as part of the Commandant’s Human Capital
Strategy action plan.
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Continue to use the 2016 Workplace Gender Relations Survey results to influence policy
and training changes in order to achieve maximum impact on the climate and culture of
the Service.



Reinforce the importance of reporting assaults and intervening in high-risk situations by a
sustained focus on SAPR awareness and training, by leadership example, and by
leadership engagement through positive recognition of those who report or intervene.



Maintain the current cadre of well-trained, credentialed VAs, providing the VAs with
appropriate initial training via a “C” School, as well as relevant refresher training to
sustain their knowledge and skill sets.



Develop additional evidence-based prevention strategies as warranted, and implement
those strategies as widely as possible.



Continue to feature SVC participation in unit and base-wide SAPR training, VA/SARC
training and other command cadre functions. SVCs will also continue to participate in
and provide testimony to congressional oversight bodies, such as the DAC-IPAD on the
growth of the program, on retaliation against victims of sexual assault, and on the
appellate rights of victims of sexual assault.



CGIS special agents will continue to participate in annual, specialized training related to
family and sexual violence in order to maintain awareness of lessons-learned and the
latest investigative practices, and employ effective techniques and procedures while
responding to complex and sensitive investigations. Further, CGIS will continue to work
with the SAPR Program, SVC, and other related programs to ensure CGIS special agents
are familiar with evolving laws, policies, and procedures that affect victims of sexual
violence and those accused of sexual assault and misconduct. CGIS will continue to
participate with, provide testimony, and answer related requests for information from the
DAC-IPAD. Finally, CGIS will continue to evaluate policies and procedures related to
sexual and family violence investigations, make necessary changes as needed, and will
continue to work with other Coast Guard directorates on updates of policies and
procedures that relate to the CGIS investigative process.



Continue to develop and improve the LSC’s role in the prosecution of sexual assault and
other cases throughout the Coast Guard, ensuring a cadre of experienced trial counsel to
prosecute courts-martial through the Service.
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V. List of Incidents and Disciplinary Results
The following list provides the synopsis and disciplinary action taken in the Coast Guard’s
twelve General and Special Courts-Martial tried in FY 2017 involving a report of an Article 120,
UCMJ offense against an adult victim. The Coast Guard also convened five Summary CourtsMartial with adult victims of sexual assault, but those cases are excluded from this list. All of
the General and Special Courts-Martial in FY 2017 are the final dispositions of investigations
initiated in previous FYs.
1

2

3
4

5

Member was charged with one specification of making a false official statement, two
specifications of sexual assault where the victim was incapable of consenting due to
impairment by an intoxicant, and two specifications of sexual assault causing bodily
harm. Member was found guilty of the sole specification of false official statement and
one specification of sexual assault where the victim was incapable of consenting due to
impairment by an intoxicant. Member was found not guilty of two specifications of
sexual assault and the remaining specification of sexual assault was withdrawn and
dismissed. Member was sentenced to reduction to pay grade E-1, confinement for four
years, forfeiture of all pay and allowances, and a dishonorable discharge. The convening
authority’s action is currently pending.6
Member was charged with one specification of abusive sexual contact. Member was
found guilty of the sole specification of abusive sexual contact and sentenced to reduction
to pay grade E-1, confinement for 45 days, and a bad conduct discharge. The convening
authority’s action is currently pending.
Member was charged with one specification of false official statement, one specification
of sexual assault, and one specification of abusive sexual contact. Member was acquitted
on all charges.
Member was charged with one specification of violating a lawful general order, one
specification of sexual assault where the victim was threatened or placed in fear, two
specifications of aggravated sexual contact, two specifications of abusive sexual contact,
one specification of assault consummated by battery, four specifications of conduct
unbecoming an officer and a gentleman. Member was found guilty of the sole
specification of violating a lawful general order, the sole specification of assault
consummated by battery, and two specifications of conduct unbecoming an officer and a
gentleman. Member was found not guilty on both specifications of aggravated sexual
contact and one specification of abusive sexual contact, but guilty of the lesser included
offense of assault consummated by battery. All other chargers and specifications were
withdrawn and dismissed. Member was sentenced to confinement for 100 days,
forfeitures of $2,500 per month for four months, and a reprimand. The convening
authority’s action is currently pending.
Member was charged with six specifications of abusive sexual contact and two
specifications of assault consummated by a battery. Member was acquitted on all
charges.

6 A Convening Authority is a person occupying a position of command, designated in Article 22(a) and (b), UCMJ, or designated by
the Secretary of Homeland Security, and authorized to convene a court-martial.
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6

7

8

9

10

11

Member was charged with two specifications of abusive sexual contact and one
specification of assault consummated by a battery. Member was found guilty of all
charges and specifications. Member was sentenced to reduction to pay grade E-1,
confinement for five months, and a bad conduct discharge. The sentence is subject to a
pre-trial agreement, which suspends all confinement in excess of six months for the
period of confinement adjudged plus 23 months. The convening authority approved the
sentence as adjudged.
Member was charged with two specifications of sexual assault where the victim was
incapable of consenting due to impairment by an intoxicant, one specification of
conspiracy to interfere with an adverse administrative proceeding, one specification of
making a false official statement, and three specifications of obstructing justice. Member
was found on both specifications of sexual assault and the one specification of making a
false official statement to be not guilty, but was found guilty of all three specification of
obstructing justice. Member was sentenced to reduction in rank to E-1 and a bad conduct
discharge. The convening authority approved the sentence as adjudged.
Member was charged with two specifications of attempted sexual assault causing bodily
harm, four specifications of abusive sexual contact, three specifications of assault
consummated by battery, and one specification of kidnapping. Pursuant to a pre-trial
agreement, member pled guilty to three specifications of assault consummated by battery
and all the remaining charges were withdrawn and dismissed. Member was sentenced to
reduction to pay grade E-1, confinement for eight months, and a bad conduct discharge.
The convening authority approved the sentence as adjudged.
Member was charged with one specification of attempted indecent viewing, three
specifications of abusive sexual contact, and one specification of simple assault. Member
was found guilty of the sole specification of attempted indecent viewing and the sole
specification of simple assault. Member was found not guilty of the three specifications
of abusive sexual contact. Member was sentenced to reduction to pay grade E-1,
restriction for two months, and forfeitures of $2,535 per month for one month. The
convening authority approved the sentence as adjudged.
Member was charged with one specification of violating a lawful general order, one
specification of maltreatment of subordinates, two specifications of making a false
official statement, one specification of sexual assault causing bodily harm, and one
specification of drunk and disorderly conduct. Member was found guilty of the sole
specification of violating a lawful general order, two specifications of making a false
official statement, and the sole specification of drunk and disorderly conduct. Member
was found not guilty of the sole specification of maltreatment of subordinates and the
sole specification of sexual assault causing bodily harm was withdrawn and dismissed
pursuant to a pre-trial agreement. Member was sentenced to reduction to pay grade E-2
and confinement for 60 days. The convening authority approved the sentence as
adjudged.
Member was charged with one specification of making a false official statement, two
specifications of sexual assault causing bodily harm, and one specification of conduct
unbecoming an officer and a gentleman. Member was found guilty of the sole
specification of conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman and all the remaining
charges were withdrawn and dismissed pursuant to a pre-trial agreement. Member was
sentenced to confinement for 30 days. The convening authority approved the sentence as
adjudged.
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Member was charged with two specifications of sexual assault causing bodily harm, two
specifications of extortion, and two specifications of conduct unbecoming an officer and
a gentleman. Member was found guilty of both specifications of sexual assault causing
bodily harm, both specifications of conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman, and
one of the specifications of extortion, which was subsequently dismissed due to a finding
of an unreasonable multiplication of charges. Member was found not guilty of the
remaining specification of extortion. Member was sentenced to confinement for eight
years. The convening authority approved the sentence as adjudged.
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